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Sport in Germany is one of the most popular pastimes and will stay a primeval need of humans. Sport 
helps the community as well as obtaining fitness goals. It also shapes and strengthens the awareness of 
fair play and tolerance, two key characteristics in sports.

The Sportkreis Ludwigsburg was founded in 1947 and unites underneath his umbrella the sport clubs of 
the districts in Ludwigsburg as well as some of the clubs in the district Enzkreis. Out of the 24 
Sportkreisen in the Württembergischen Landessportbund, the Sportkreis in Ludwigsburg has the most 
members and clubs.



The Sportkreis



The preamble of the Sportkreis

Our main objective is to establish the Sportkreis Ludwigsburg as a competent and modern Sportkreis 

and provider for our clubs in all performances and all recreations. 

Furthermore we see it as our duty to help the state, the communities, the media and business partners in 

the best way possible.  



The preamble of the Sportkreis

Profund changes in our community, justified through the demographic and value changes, influence the

long lasting status and future of our clubs and professional associations. At the beginning of the 21st 

century we face diverse challenges.

Challenges: 

➢ Protection of the financial and material basics of the sport

➢ Helping the development of new offers in popular and recreational sport for people of all ages

➢ Education sector

➢ Integration and Inclusion



The preamble of the Sportkreis

The Sportkreis Ludwigsburg wants to advertise for an attractive sport in the present and make room for

it through innovative and creative ideas that will be newly developed. 

We also want to integrate the members of our clubs and the athletes of our professional associations in 

the forward-thinking developing process. 

The Sportkreis wants to promote a sense of unity.



Structure of the Sportkreis



➢We are a service provider and representative. We complete ourselves with the professional 

associations in the task fulfillment.

➢We articulate the legitimate claims of the sport across the decision makers in the society, politics

and administration.

➢We firmly request all relevant institutions in the society to advance the support of the volunteer work

with material reward. 

➢We demand the help from the federal government, the states and communes on the way to

reinforced labour.

Together with us in the future



➢We support members of our clubs and organs in their political commitment. Especially we

encourage personalities of the sport for contribution in bodies of the politics on all levels. We are a 

merger of clubs and special assossications.

➢We encourage the collaboration for solidarity, democracy, equality , fairness, volunteering and civic

commitment. 

➢We support as sportmen, in the interests of the Olympic idea, international meetings and friendships. 

Together with us in the future



➢We campaign for international understandings and the drawdown of borders, especially in the

grown together. Our athletes and officials are representatives and role models to the in- and outside. 

➢We support the integration of migrants and integrate disabled people in our clubs and special

associations. Here we cooperate with public and communal sites plus other organisations. 

➢We consider the code of honour from the Sportkreis Ludwigsburg plus the juridical parameters for the

contact with kids and adolescents.

Together with us in the future



➢We set on the modern sysematics of organisations of our constitution and enable our volunteer and 

normal workers to use the chances and capabilities of our structures. Here elected representatives, 

volunteer and normal workers can work together in an equal partnership.

➢We set on a wide spectrum and diverse forms of normal youth work and youth work in sports and 

account for social change therefor.  

➢We support the international youth exchanges and the meetings from adolescents from all over

Germany.

➢We face the fact, that neither the sport or its surronding is static.

➢We embark ourselves for the social change.

Together with us in the future
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➢ modern and success-oriented

The Sportkreistag and executive pretend the guidelines and the long-term goals. They give space to the chair for

the implementation. The Sportkreistag, the directorate, the chair, the clubs and the professional associations

shape their actions transparent and practice comprehensive public relations.

➢ Tolerance and open-mindedness

We take the tolerance of religous, ideologious or cultural differences for granted. We turn against any form of

discrimination and empathicly we support all arrangements which campaign for a world of freedom and the

pacific contact of humans.

➢ Protection

We protect children and adolescents in our clubs from excessive demands in sports, violence, substance abuse

and unfairness. We always act after the code of honor from the Sportkreis and after the judicial frame

conditions. 

Our claim



➢ Responsibility

Our regularity for the youth concede self-government and personal responsibility to the

Sportkreisjugend. We support the adolescents and the representatives of their clubs that they can

administrate their rights.

➢ Future

Flexibility and the willingness for reforms are requirements for a succesful future of our Sportkreis and 

its members. Also henceforward motivation and efficiency will be in the middle of the circle of our

actions. We are comitted to the fact, that standstill is a regression for the development of quality and 

effort. 

➢We also respect the fact that the human and his need to make sports in a community always will be

in the center of the work of the Sportkreis and its clubs.  

Our claim



Informations – fast and effective
Counseling – individual and efficent

The Sportkreis Ludwigsburg considers the support with all relevant informations for his clubs and

professionall associations for a succesful work as one of its importantest duties. But the information path

is never an one-way street, because many informations, successful ideas and conceptions the Sportkreis 

Ludwigsburg gets from his members.  

Office



Informations – fast and effective
Counseling – individual and efficent

Geschäftsstelle

In the Sportkreis Ludwigsburg this

informations get collected and

concentrated and are passed to the

clubs and associations from the

Sportkreis Ludwigsburg. Everyone

profits by this fact. 



Staff from clubs and professional associations should have skills in personal, social, organizational

questions and questions in sport to work succesfully in their clubs or professional associations. 

The work in advanced trainings from the Sportkreis Ludwigsburg therefore has to orientate on all 

essential skills, which are a requirement for the succesful accomplishment of exigencies for the staff in 

clubs. 

Advanced trainings / Courses



The actionability is the inital and the aiming point of the work in the advanced trainings from the

Sportkreis. Because of that we support a selective developement for the staff in our clubs and

professional associations. With this fact we do not only secure the future of our clubs and professional 

associations, but also the future of our Sportkreis.

Advanced trainings / Courses



➢With extern and intern consultants, amongst other with the following subjects:

➢ „Versammlungsstättenverordnung“

➢ Strength training for people over 50 years old

➢Workshops for female representatives

➢ Development in clubs

➢ Help in questions of constructions

➢Work in prevention

The advanced trainings are a part of the license system for manager of the clubs and therefore can be charged for

schoolings and the extension of the license.

Advanced trainings / Courses



➢ Sportabzeichen  

➢ Cooperation school & club

➢ Reservations for the halls from the Landkreis

➢ Participation on the construction consultation from the WLSB 

➢ Distinctions

➢ Central projects

➢ Rental of tents

➢ All-day school

Services in this sectors



The Sportkreisjugend



The Sportkreisjugend achieves an important input for the development and the education of young

people. The Sportkreisjugend in the Sportkreis Ludwigsburg is discrete and orientates itself on the leisure

and contributes via the sport for the education for its members. 

The most important audience of the Sportkreisjugend are the youth leaders and the youth workers in the

clubs and professional associations. 



We want to help them with words and deeds. We want to help them to solve their problems and

support them to achieve a good youth work. 

With service and consulting we want to stabilize our position in the Sportkreis. Within the meaning of a 

forward-looking orientation we also want to cope with the social and cultural changes.



Adolescent search for contacts, conviviality, fun and act via the sport. The Sportkreisjugend, the clubs

and the professional associations pick up these wishes and theit offers be geared after these. Approach 

and behavior of the adolescents in the face of leisure time and activities in sport crucially did change in 

the last years, training and competition no longer are alone in the midpoint of interest.   

Active



The Sportkreisjugend conscious contrasts with its work community and seperation, which has become a 

significant characteristic of our society. Because of that for the members of the Sportkreisjugend it

develops a social home. The Sportkreisjugend also assumes responsibility for non-members and engages

in social fields of work like addiction prevention, youth protection, integrative and experiential eduation

projects and sport with homeless and strangers.

Social



In sport clubs and sport associations adolescents and adults are active which comitted and motivated

take care for themselves ad others!

Especially the Sportkreisjugend wants to develop the adolescents and kids alternative possibilities for

their recreation and theit active lifestyle and also to demonstrate them values like community spirit and

assuming responsibility.

Together



➢ show which new trends are on the horizon,

➢ show how you can get grants and other financial supports

➢ reward the workers from your clubs with honors performed by us

➢ submit you an attractive offer for the rental of tents

➢ offer you attractive leisure activities for adolescents

Especially we want to…
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The meaning for leisure activities as an own pedagogical format will increase. These measures offer

through the longer but limited change of location the chances for new social and cognitive

experiencesoutside of the failiar surroundings. Kids and adolescents learn to become independent and

be able to deal with the other participants. 

Leisure acitvities for kids and adolecents / Meetings



➢Measures

The Sportkreisjugend Ludwigsburg yearly offers the possibility for 750 kids to experience leisure

activities on the Füllmenbacher Hof, Untersteinbach and in other countries.

Leisure measures



➢ Supervisors

The supervisors get prepared from us on different weekend courses for the leisures. Almost every

supervisor, which is in the team, was a participant in earlier times.

➔ The supervisors exclusivly work voluntary and partial use parts of their annual leave if a special

leave is not possible. They always respect the code of honour from the Sportkreis and the legal 

frameworks for the handling with kids and adolescents.  

Leisure measures



The house of the Sportkreisjugend Ludwigsburg is located on one of the prettiest parts on the southern 

Stromberg. Since 1995 it is a natur reserve. The former forest workers stettlement consists of four houses, 

whereby the last house is the leisure facility of the Sportkreisjugend Ludwigsburg. The Füllmenbacher

Hof is located in the forest between Zaiersweiher and Diefenbach. The valley which is surrounded from

forest and meadows, is idyllically situated aside from traffic and everyday noises from big cities.

Leisure activities on the Füllmenbacher Hof



The area includes: a big site for tents with attached ways and two houses with sanitary and kitchen

facilities; a big catering tent directly on the house; a houseown pool 8x4 m; two sun terraces; a bifg

campfire with a barbecue area; sandbox and two weatherproof table tennis tables; a big room for

crafting and so on…

Our leisure area Füllmenbacher Hof



Honoured from the Württembergische Sportjugend for excellent youth work the Sportkreisjugend 

Ludwigsburg executes since 1959 these leisure activites.

For the vacations to Untersteinnach! Since decades this is the slogan for many kids and adolescents

which know the vacation fun. It is irrelevant wether in the summer vacation or the Pentecost holidays: 

Action and pure leisure feeling are guranteed.

Leisure activities in Untersteinbach



With the new house construction arise new posibilities, because our house leisures defy every weather. 

House leisures can be experienced with about 40 people. At our tent leisures it says in the tent and

barbecue at an big campfire and watch the stars. It is not important which weather it has, at our leisure

activities in untersteinbach there is always fun and action. 

Leisure activities in Untersteinbach



The carrier of the leisure area in Untersteinach is the Sportkreisjugend Ludwigsburg. During the summer

holidays we can use the sports hall, the sports facilities and the open-air pool of the community. 

Our leisure area in Untersteinbach



The facilities of the leisure area are: 

Plant with kitchen and tent for eating

➢ Sanitary facilities and showers

➢ Big area for tents with attached ways

➢ four tents from woods with a comfortable forecourtvier

➢ the „Monsterburg“ (general purpose building)

➢ an arena for crafting and cooking

➢ Two big playgrounds with volleyball courts

➢ Beach volley ball court, jungle gym, big trampolin, tents for

plaing and tabletennis, table football, billiard, dart, many

sports and games equipment for every weather

Our leisure area in Untersteinbach



Since years the Sportkreisjugend executes international youth camps. In the last years the focus was on 

the exchange with the districts which are partners with the disctrict of Ludwigsburg. 

Since the year 2000 a regular exchange insists with the district Pest (a partner district in Hungary)

In the year 2003 the first exchange with the district Chemnizer Land.

In the past there were also camps in Great Britain and Italy.

International youth camps



Kontakt
Geschäftsstelle
Sportkreis Ludwigsburg e.V.
Bebenhäuser Str. 35
71638 Ludwigsburg

info@sportkreis-lb.de

Thank you !


